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 the osmotic pressures of (he plasma and the aqueous humour. It also
follows that it will ho varied by those factors which alter either of these
pressures or increase the volume of the contents of the globe. Further,
it seems adequately established that in the healthy organ these changes
are compensated within wide limits by the possibility of the escape of
aqueous humour in greater quantity than is necessitated by the normal
circulation of this fluid through the safety-valve action of the sinus
venosus sclcrae (canal of Schlcmm) and the other venous exits; but in
so far as this mechanism is rendered ineffective by pathological changes
in these regions, these a Iterations in pressure lend to become cumulative
and permanent.
Considering these factors seriatim, a high general blood-pressure, in
the light of the statistical evidence now available, must be absolved
from any influence cither as an essential or even an important factor
in the aetiology of glaucoma.
The state of the capillary pressure, however, is more important,
especially in the more acute aspects of the disease. The control of the
capillary circulation is a complex and little understood matter, involving
physical, nervous, chemical, hormonal, and psychical influences.
The tendency to acute glaucoma in persons of an emotional tempera-
ment has long been rccogni/cd, and of recent years a large amount of
attention has been devoted to the aetiological importance of the part
played by the endocrine group of glands and their association with the
sympathetic nervous system (Scalinci; Bcsso; Lagrange).
In the most acute manifestations of the condition the nervous control
of the uveal circulation is undoubtedly of great importance, for it has
been recently shown that in this region a very obvious system of local
axon-reflexcs exists, so that a well-marked triple response, such as can
be demonstrated in the skin, can be set in motion after trauma of the
tissues (Duke-Elder, 1931). Thus, experimentally, when histamine is
liberated in the eye, an acute attack of glaucoma can be produced, due
to a generalized and massive dilatation of the uveal capillaries and a
profuse transudation of a colloid-rich plasmoid fluid into the eye. It is
probable that some such mechanism explains the acute phases of the
disease.
So far as the question of osmotic pressure is concerned, the only
finding of importance which has been noted with any degree of constancy
is that the sodium chloride content of the blood and consequently the
osmotic pressure of the blood of persons suffering from glaucoma are
less on the average than those of healthy people (Hertel and Citron;
Ascher). If this is found to be generally the case, it may well have an
aetiological bearing; and if, superadded to this, some alteration of the
permeability of the membranes separating the blood from the intra-
ocular fluids develops (which has been experimentally confirmed), so
that osmotic equilibrium at the abnormal level is not easily established,
this factor may be of more than incidental importance.
An increase in the volume of the contents of the globe would without

